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Fabric Banner
Custom size

PVC-free banners made of polyester fabric. Hang a 
 message from the ceiling or attach to the wall.

We offer several different materials with specific 
 properties that fulfills various requirements. Everything 
from decorating a whole exhibition wall to ceiling hung 
options. Or even parade flags!

The most common materials we make fabric banners 
from are polyester (approx 110g) and polyester (approx 
205g).

> Fire retardant B1

> High print quality

> Custom shapes

Options Eyelets, Metal bar at bottom and top,
Aluminum snap profiles, Pole pockets,
Velcro

Material 3–5 m2 5–25 m2 25-100 m2

Fabric Banner 110 g 32,0 € 24,0 € 21,6 €

Fabric Banner 205 g 41,6 € 31,2 € 28,1 €

Polyester, approx 205 g. This slightly denser  polyester 
 banner is a reliable solution for trade shows, store  displays. 
It is sturdy enough to withstand various  weather  conditions, 
yet easy to handle and install. Its print- friendly features 
produce sharp and clear images, making it a cost- 
effective tool for communicating your message.

Polyester, approx 110 g. Lightweight and effective solution 
for showcasing your message. The printed design allows 
your graphics to be visible in reverse on the backside 
as well, enhancing visibility and providing a professional 
appearance.

Block-out. Polyester banner with blockout properties, 
ensuring no transparency from the back. Ideal for trade 
shows, events and store windows advertising. Easy to 
handle, weather-resistant, and cost-effective.
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Fabric banner
Finishing

Metal rod with crocodile clips

A 4 mm metal rod is sewn into the hem, both at the top 
and bottom. Comes with crocodile clips at the top for 
mounting from the ceiling or on the wall.

Velcro

Sewn-on Velcro around the back of 
the banner. Corresponding Velcro, 
with double-sided adhesive tape for 
mounting on, for example, a wall, is 
sent separately on a roll.

Aluminum rod

Diameter: 20 mm 
Length: Custom  
up to 140 cm

Wooden rod

Diameter: 20 mm 
Length: Custom  
up to 140 cm

There are various hanging solutions when mounting 
fabric banners. As a standard, our fabric banners always 
come with a hem and double stitching.

Other hanging solutions include sewn channels for alu-
minum or wooden rods. Keder is a good alternative for 
exposed locations. Installation with keder requires a keder 
profile to be mounted on the wall.

Eyelet

In standard finishing, an eyelet is 
included every 50 centimeters.




